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Abstract

We will look at two popular approaches to contributory
group key agreement, Burmester-Desmedt and Group
Diffie-Hellman protocols, and attempts to bundle im-
plicit key authentication into the same package with
them. Known attacks against some of these authenti-
cated GKA protocols are presented to illustrate the dif-
ficult nature of proving the security of a protocol. In
these protocols authentication is brought to the proto-
col with help of pre-shared passwords or authenticated
auxiliary channels.
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1 Background

Security of group communications typically means us-
ing symmetric cryptography with agroup key, i.e. there
is one key that is known to all group members and that
key is used for encrypting all traffic. This provides
confidentiality of the traffic and also access control at
group level.

Appliations where secure group communications is
used include many kinds of collaborative applications,
distributed computations, multiplayer games, telecon-
ferencing, etc.

There are basically two kinds of approaches to es-
tablishing a group key: a key distribution server (or
a set of servers) can be used to distribute keys to the
group members, or the members themselves can agree
on a key. The latter approach can becontributory,
which means that every participant has an equal con-
tribution to the resulting key. A key distribution server
approach is more scalable than the key agreement ap-
proach, and is thus being developed as a general solu-
tion for IP multicast, for example. The non-centralized
approach is applicable for instance in using multicast in
ad hoc networks. This study concentrates on the non-
centralized key agreement.

As described in [2], anauthenticated group key
agreement protocolis a key agreement protocol that
providesimplicit key authentication, meaning that ev-
ery protocol party is assured that no outsider can learn

the key (unless aided by a dishonest group member).

2 Contributory Group Key Agree-
ment

Contributory group key agreement protocols are typ-
ically based on some way of extending the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol ton parties. Thus the
computational and communication requirements tend
to grow linearly to the number of participants, which
makes these suitable for relatively small groups.

2.1 Burmester-Desmedt Protocol

In 1994 Burmester and Desmedt proposed[3] the fol-
lowing protocol for group key agreement. The calcu-
lations are in a cyclic groupG generated byg. The
indices are modulon (between 1 andn) wheren is the
size of the group.

1. Each membermi selects a random exponentri

and broadcastszi = gri

2. Each membermi computes and broadcastsxi =
(zi+1/zi−1)

ri

3. Each member computes the session key
ki = znri

i−1x
n−1
i xn−2

i+1 · · ·xi+n−2 =

znri

i−1 · ( zi+1

zi−1
)(n−1)ri · ( zi+2

zi
)(n−2)ri+1 · · · =

gnri−1ri · g(n−1)riri+1

g(n−1)ri−1ri
· g(n−2)ri+1ri+2

g(n−2)riri+1
· · · =

gri−1rigriri+1gri+1ri+2 · · · gri+n−2ri+n−1 =
gr1r2gr2r3gr3r4 · · · grnr1 .

While BD is not a direct extension to the DH pro-
tocol, it produces a somewhat similar type of key, and
the protocol is secure against a passive attacker if the
computational Diffie-Hellman problem is hard.

BD protocol is used as a basis for several more
evolved protocols, such as the password-based AKE
protocols we will study later in this paper.

2.2 Group Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
Protocol

Steiner, Tsudik, and Waidner directly applied Diffie-
Hellman protocol to groups ofn members, and pre-
sented three variations of Group Diffie-Hellman key
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Agreement protocols in 1996 [8]. Of the three proto-
cols, the second one, GDH.2, is the one that is used in
the initial key agreement in Cliques [9] protocol suite,
and it has also been extended to authenticated varia-
tions. Again, we operate in a cyclic groupG generated
by g.

1. Rounds 1 to n-1: Member mi selects a ran-
dom exponentri and sends{g(r1···ri)/rj |j ∈
[1, i]}, gr1···ri ≡ Ci to mi+1.

2. Round n: mn selects a randomrn and broadcasts
{g(r1···rn)/ri |i ∈ [1, n[} ≡ Cn

The GDH protocols are secure against a passive
eavesdropper (assuming the CDH problem is hard). An
active attacker can still masquerade as some member
mi and get access to the group key. For this reason
there have been several attempts to create an authenti-
cated variant.

2.3 Authenticated GDH

One attempt to modify the GDH.2 protocol to provide
implicit key authentication is to assume that one group
membermn shares a secretKin with eachmi sepa-
rately, and then modify the last message in GDH.2 so
that the message parts are blinded using the keys shared
with the recipients. The message thatmn broadcasts

becomes{g
r1···rn

ri
·Kin |i ∈ [1, n[} in A-GDH.2 proto-

col. This protocol is presented for instance in [2] and
there are Cliques variants that use this version instead
of the unauthenticated GDH.2 for initial key agree-
ment.

Unfortunately, the A-GDH.2 protocol has been
shown flawed by Pereira and Quisquater in 2001[7].
In a later paper[6] the same authors even prove that
“it is in fact impossible to design a scalable authenti-
cated group key agreement protocol based on the same
building blocks as the A-GDH ones”. Pereira and
Quisquater describe attacks against implicit key au-
thentication (IKA) property, perfect forward secrecy,
and resistance to known-key attack. Let us look closer
to the attack against IKA property.

2.3.1 Pereira’s and Quisquater’s attack
against IKA property

In Cliques, the exponentiation of a value byri is called
ri-service, which is what a membermi does in A-
GDH.2 wheni < n. In a group of size 3,m1 provides
r1-service,m2 providesr2-service, andm3 provides
r3K13-service andr3K23-service. Let’s say there is
a protocol run going on betweenm1, m2, and m3,
and the intrudermI wants to foolm2. Suppose there
is a second protocol run betweenmI , m2, and m3,
where servicesr′2, r′3KI3, and r′3K23 are available.
The intruder takes a random valuegy and uses the ser-
vices provided bym3 to get back valuesgyr′

3KI3 and

gyr′

3K23 . The intruder will then use ther2-service in
the first protocol run to getgyr′

3KI3 exponentiated to
gyr′

3KI3r2 which the intruder can further exponentiate
with K−1

I3 to get the valuegyr′

3r2 . The intruder then
uses the valuegyr′

3K23 to replace the value sent bym3

to m2 in the first protocol run. Memberm2 will now
exponentiate this toK−1

23 r2, believing this is the group
key. As a result,m2 andmI share a keygyr′

3r2 thatm2

believes to be the group key, and thus the attack has
succeeded and the IKA property is broken.

2.4 Dutta & Barua

In 2004, Kim, Lee and Lee presented an authenticated
group key agreement protocol that used a signature
scheme to achieve authentication [5]. Dutta and Barua
took the Kim-Lee-Lee protocol as a starting point with
an aim to replace the signature scheme with password-
based symmetric encryption, and made some modifica-
tions to avoid dictionary attack. The protocol presented
by Dutta and Barua in [4] is as follows:

1. Each membermi selects a random exponentri

and a random keyki, calculateszi = gri and
sendsz∗i = Epw(zi) to neighborsmi−1 andmi+1.

2. Each membermi decryptszi−1 and zi+1 and
computesKL

i = H(zri

i−1) = H(griri−1) and
KR

i = H(zri

i+1) = H(griri+1). Then for i ∈

[1, n[ the membermi broadcastsE ′

pw(ki||K
L
i ⊕

KR
i ), andmn broadcastsE ′′

pw(kn ⊕KR
n ). (Again

all indices are modulon, between 1 andn.)

3. Each member decrypts the messages and com-
putes the session keysk = H(k1|| . . . ||kn). Note
thatKL

i = KR
i−1, which enables the group mem-

bers to work through the chain of XORs to getkn.

When proving security properties of the protocol,
the authors assume for instance that “adversary never
participates as a user in the protocol” and “an instance
of a user participates in at most one session”. In a
more realistic model, the protocol is not secure be-
cause the same password is used by all users as an
encryption key. Abdalla et al[1] present the follow-
ing simple attack against the protocol of Dutta and
Barua: An attacker plays the role ofU3 with hon-
est usersU1 andU2. He receivesz∗1 = Epw(z1) and
z∗2 = Epw(z2) and resends the first of these as his
own contribution to the key, i.e.z∗3 = z∗1 . Now
m2 is computing the valuesKL

2 = H(gr1r2) and
KR

2 = H(gr2r3) = H(gr1r2). Thenm2 broadcasts
E ′

pw(k2||K
L
2 ⊕ KR

i ) = E ′

pw(k2||0
k). The attacker

knows part of the plaintext and can now do an offline
dictionary attack to find a password that will decrypt
the message to a nonce andk zeroes.
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2.5 Abdalla et al

After breaking the protocol of Dutta and Barua (and
also another one, a yet another password-based version
of the Burmester-Desmedt protocol, this time by Lee,
Hwang, and Lee), Abdalla et al go on to propose a pro-
tocol of their own[1]. It is also a password-based ver-
sion of the Burmester-Desmedt protocol, but this time
the passwords are used together with a session identi-
fier and member’s index to create individual encryption
keys. The session identifier is created in a preliminary
round.H, G, andAuth are hash functions.

1. Each membermi selects a random nonceNi and
broadcasts(mi, Ni).

2. The session is defined asS =
m1||N1|| . . . ||mi||Ni|| . . . ||mn||Nn. Each
member has a specific indexi and a specific
symmetric keyki = H(S, i, pw). Each member
mi selects a random exponentri, calculates
zi = gri and broadcastsz∗i = Eki

(zi). This is the
only part of the protocol that is sent encrypted.

3. Each membermi decryptszi−1 and zi+1 and
computes and broadcastsxi = (zi+1/zi−1)

ri

4. Each member computes the secret
Ki = znri

i−1x
n−1
i xn−2

i+1 · · ·xi+n−2 and
broadcasts his key confirmationAuthi =
Auth(S, {z∗j , xj}j ,Ki, i).

5. After receiving and checking each key confirma-
tion, each player computes the session keyski =
G(S, {z∗j , xj , Authj}j ,Ki)

The price for the added security is increased com-
plexity: compared to Dutta-Barua (and Burmester-
Desmedt), the number of broadcasts is doubled, and
pre-shared common password is still required. Next
we will have a look at how the complexity can be re-
duced if there are auxiliary channels available.

3 Authenticated Key Agreement with
Help of Auxiliary Channels

Wong and Stajano [10] present a protocol for using
auxiliary channels to achieve authenticated key agree-
ment. They take the Cliques protocol as a starting
point, but avoid the problems presented by Pereira and
Quisquater by sending the messageCi together with a
MAC that includes also a random nonce as a commit-
ment. The nonce is revealed through an auxiliary chan-
nel only after the recipient has acknowledged theCi

and MAC message. The acknowledgement is also done
through an auxiliary channel. The security is based
on the assumption that the auxiliary channels have the
property ofdata-origin authenticity. Thus the proto-
col is not secure in the Dolev-Yao model, and tries
not to be. Quite contrary, it explicitely assumes that

the attacker does not have control over the auxiliary
channels. The protocol is based on (A)GDH.2, and the
rounds 1 ton − 1 are augmented as follows:

1. mi chooses a random nonceRi and one-
time key Ki, computes a MACi =
MACKi

(Ii|Ii+1|Ci|Ri) where Ii and Ii+1

are identifiers andCi is the same value as in
GDH.2, and sendsCi|MACi to mi+1 using
“normal” open channel

2. mi+1 responds with an ack message using push-
button channel

3. mi sendsRi to mi+1 using visual channel

4. mi sendsKi to mi+1 using open channel

5. mi+1 verfies MAC and sends the outcome over
the pushbutton channel

Wong and Stajano also present a variation where two
different hash functions are used instead of MAC and
nonce:

1. mi sendsH1(Ci) to mi+1 using open channel

2. mi+1 responds with an ack message using push-
button channel

3. mi sendsH2(Ci) to mi+1 using visual channel

4. mi sendsCi to mi+1 using open channel

5. mi+1 verfiesH1(Ci) andH2(Ci) and sends the
outcome over the pushbutton channel

The final round of GDH.2 is also augmented using
MAC value as a commitment:

1. mn sendsCn|MACn to all mis using the open
channel

2. all mis respond with an ack message using push-
button channel

3. mn sendsRn to all mis using visual channel

4. mn sendsKn to all mis using open channel

5. all mis verify the MAC and send the outcome
over the pushbutton channel

To sum up, the main point of Wong and Stajano is
not so much to modify the protocol but to modify the
attacker model. The assumption that there are integrity
preserving auxiliary channels between all group mem-
bers is crucial. They say that such channels are often
present in communication situations using ad-hoc net-
works, but they are often neglected. They use unidi-
rectional "Visual" and "Push-button" channels in their
protocols as examples of auxiliary channels.

The auxiliary channels can be applied to authenti-
cated key agreement protocols where there are pairwise
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symmetric keys between participants, or to unauthenti-
cated key agreement protocols where such keys are not
needed. The auxiliary channels make the key agree-
ment authenticated in both situations.

Authenticated key agreement protocols typically re-
quire the participants to share pairwise keys, or com-
mon password, or both. Managing these keys and pass-
words is ususally left out from the scheme, but sharing
the keys or passwords requires some authenticated aux-
iliary channel that has to preserve both confidentiality
and integrity. In this context, the Wong and Stajano’s
scheme is useful, as the need of auxiliary channels is
well defined, and confidentiality is not required.

4 Conclusions

We have looked at two contributory group key agree-
ment protocols, Burmester-Desmedt and GDH.2, and
several extensions that try to turn them into authenti-
cated protocols. Several approaches are based on pre-
shared keys or passwords, some of them have been
proved broken. Abdalla et al present a password-based
protocol that seems secure, but is noticably heavier
than previous protocols. Wong and Stajano assume au-
thenticated auxiliary channels that enable implicit key
authentication with relatively simple changes to the ba-
sic GDH.2 protocol.
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